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ABSTRACT

In this thesis an amplitude modulated signal is 
separated into its upper and lower sidebands, the two side
bands are multiplied together, and the square root of the 
output taken. The resultant system is shown to be a linear 
amplifier. A theme is proposed that the method has advan
tages over conventional AM detection. To demonstrate this, 
use is made of the standard deviation of a noise signal 
being equivalent to rms value. The different standard de
viations are then compared. The effect of taking the square 
root at the transmitter is analyzed. Formulae for both the 
density of a product of two Gaussian distributions and for 
the square root are developed. It is shown that the density 
of a product of two Gaussian distributions is equivalent to 
the Hankel function. The device is then used as a building 
block in a larger system employing two of these connected 
by diodes.

viii



CHAPTER 1

: INTRODUCTION

The reader is probably already familiar with pro
cesses such as amplitude modulation, single sideband, etc., 
which have been in existence for considerable time. All of 
these modulation methods have one feature in common. As 
the signal is gradually reduced a state is reached where 
noise becomes the dominating factor. To a certain extent 
the study of the various modulation methods is concerned 
about this matter. The subject of this thesis largely con
cerns an area where signal is larger than noise but enough 
noise is present to be objectionable. The following system 
is proposed as a method for improving this signal to noise 
ratio (SNR).

An amplitude modulated signal is separated into its 
upper and lower sidebands, the sidebands are multiplied to
gether , and the square.root of the output taken. When the' 
signal is large it is expected the device should behave 
largely as a linear amplifier. When the signal is small, 
that is near the zero crossings, the effects of noise set 
> n . : : v  / V;,

In the analysis of speech in the presence of noise 
.it was found (Langford-Smith, 1959) that knowledge of zero
' ’ . V : i '



. crossings is the dominating factor in determining intelligi 
bility. An ordinary receiver does not discriminate between 
the signal and the noise. Thus it may be said that knoxvl- . 
edge of. an exact zero crossing.is essentially lost.

It is hoped this device has an advantage in this 
matter. The process of multiplication has the effect that 
if either, input is zero the output is driven to zero. Thus 
the receiver may have double the possibility of selecting 
the correct zero crossing.

A more general description of the system would be 
that it employs two separate channels as inputs. Thus it 
is not necessary that the original signal be amplitude 
modulated as such as the multiplication and square root 
take place after detection. The results of the analysis 
are then compared with conventional detection. No emphasis 
is placed on any specific form of detection but rather the 
study assumes some fixed standard of reference to which the 
results of the new proposed system is compared. Thus the 
process could be a stereo record with identical signals 
placed on both channels. The device then takes the product 
and square root of the channels.

In pursuit of the analysis other possibilities were 
investigated, the results of which appear to be new to the 
author. An interesting relation was found between the den
sity of Gaussian products and the Hankel Function. The 
effect of taking the square root at the transmitter was



analyzed. A diode device was designed giving zero intervals 
in place of zero crossings. These various subjects may now 
be considered the significant topics of the thesis.

The analysis of the problems is largely statistical. 
To this end, Papoulis' book entitled Probability, Random 
Variables,' and Stochastic Processes (1965) is constantly re
ferred to. In essence this thesis is the taking of a mathe
matical book such as Papoulis and applying it to a specific 
problem.

Chapter 2 concerns the properties of this two chan
nel system. In Chapter 3 a modification at the transmitter 
is discussed. Chapter 4 deals with the density as a Hankel 
Function and the development of the square root formula. 
Chapter 5 discusses a diode device which uses opposite 
signed signals to drive the output to zero.



CHAPTER 2 

THE PRODUCT DEVICE

2.1 The System as a Linear Amplifier 
A signal is separated into its upper and lower side

bands and a strong carrier reinserted synchronously to use 
an envelope detector for demodulation. The two signals are 
then multiplied together and the square root taken. The 
result is as is shown in Figure 2.1.

ENV.
DET.

REMOVED 
+ VALUES

ENV.
DET.

OUTPUT

REMOVED

PRODUCT
SQUARE
ROOT

UPPER
SIDEBAND

USB

LOWER
SIDEBAND

LSB

RECEIVER
FRONT
END

LARGE
SYNCHRONOUS

CARRIER

ABSOLUTE
VALUE

Figure 2.1 The Product Circuit
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The first observation is that the device performs as 
a linear amplifier and detector to signals arriving at the 
input. To show this let us consider a specific example of 
a sine wave modulated carrier. Such an input may be repre
sented by the formula

fr(t) = K(l+msipw^t) cosw^t

where is the receiver carrier input frequency, is 
the modulation frequency, in is a number less than unity in
dicating the percentage modulation, and K is an arbitrary 
constant. After passing through the receiver front end, the 
form of signal is essentially unchanged except the variable
receiver frequency is replaced by a constant intermediate
frequency. Let w . represent the intermediate frequency

f%(t) -.K(1+m sinw^t) cosw^t.

At this point both sidebands are still present. The 
signal is separated into its upper and lower sidebands and
the carrier. The carrier term may be represented by Kcosw.t

- ; - - ;• 1.
while the sidebands may be represented by

Kmsinw . t cosw. t = sin( w . )t - ^  sin(a). -w ) tID X 6  X  HI Z, X ID

■ where ( go . + t o  ) is the upper sideband frequency. After theX . ID

carrier is reinserted and passed through an envelope detec-
•- " • V - : v ••• '• ■ . . , '

tor/ the: result will be just sino) t . For the case of
. £  . ID



signal only, the output of the upper and lower sidebands 
will be identical. The effect of taking the product and 
square.root will then cancel each other out. That is, once 
multiplication and square root are performed as in Appendix 
A, taking care to preserve the initial sign, the output is 
a linear amplifier.

2.2 The Effects of Noise on the System
The effects of noise on the system are considerably

more complicated than, the foregoing discussion. It is help
ful to get an intuitive idea of its behavior before proceed
ing with the analysis. Consider the case of noise only for 
a moment (no signal). When noise is present there will in 
general be no signal of equal magnitude in the opposite , 
channel (sideband, in this case) to multiply it with. The 
output will be the geometric mean of the two inputs and will 
be less than or equal to the largest of the two

W(output) - /xy^maX(x,y) (2.2.1)

where x and y are the magnitude of the two sideband signals• 
The equality sign holds only if x equals y . From this it is 
seen that the output noise is always less than maximum input 
noise signal. In fact, if the noise in one sideband were 
zero, the output would be zero. Later it will be shown that 
a minus sign appearing on one noise signal may be used to 
advantage.in obtaining a further reduction of signal.



In Chapter 4 formulae for the exact expressions of the den
sity functions are developed.

2.3 Standard Deviation as RMS Value 
Before proceeding with the development of the density 

functions let us further develop an intuitive understanding 
of the behavior of the system by first finding the standard 
deviation. This is desired because standard deviation is 
equivalent to the rms value of a noise signal. Once an rms 
value has been obtained it may readily be related to rms val
ues in other parts of the system. One assumption being made 
is that arbitrary linear amplification of the noise would 
arbitrarily increase the signal also by the same, amount. It 
is hoped this rms value gives an indication of the different 
signal-to-noise ratios even though it is valid for the case 
of noise only.

A common notation for standard deviation is c. The 
2square of this a is the variance and is a measure of the 

amount of a-c power in the noise signal. A useful formula 
for finding the variance is

a 2 = E(W-u)2 = E(W2 ) - E (W )2 (2.3.1)

where u is the mean of W (equation 2.2.1) defined as u = E(W) 
and E is the expected value operator. The mean u may be



taken as a d-c component of the signal and be taken as zero
■' - • ' " '■ ■ 1 ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■■ without loss of generality. This gives

ct2 '= E(W2) (2.3.2)

where W may be given as in (2.2.1) although, of course, the
formulae are true, in general. It is formula (2.3.2) which

' ' ■ " : ; ' ' ' . ' ' , will be used in finding the standard deviation from the
joint density function in the next section.

z‘ 2.4 The Joint Density Function
It is not necessary to find the density function 

f(W ) to find the standard deviation. It may be found from 
the joint density function f(x,y). : From Papoulis (1965, 
p. 206)

x , y ) > = .; g(x,y)f(x ,y )dxdy (2.4.1)

oby letting g(x,y) = W = xy this gives

x |J y|f(x ,y )dxdy ( 2. 4.2 )
—  op. / —  oo

1. There is more reason to remove the dc component 
of the signal than just the mathematical simplification. Dc 
at the input of one of the multipliers would cause the device 
to remain on all the time and pass all noise signal through
it. This same statement applies, to a certain extent, to 
very low frequency ac signals.



TIf the input noise is Gaussian and uncorrelated on both 
Channels, the joint density may be written as follows:

' 2 2
f(x,y) - exp-( - 2y -.) -

where it is assumed the initial standard deviation is equal 
to one. This will give us a standard reference if we com- 
compare the final standard deviation (s.d.) to this value.
If the output s.d. is less than 1, the rms value Of noise 
has been reduced and there has been improvement in the SNR. 
This is true because as was shown in Section 2.1, the magni
tude of the correlated signal K  remains unchanged. Of 
course, the magnitude of both signal and noise may have been 
multiplied by an arbitrary constant during the process of 
multiplication but this would make no difference.

Proceeding then with the development of the integral
E O r )  is

: '

|xy|e dxdy =

1. If the input is preceded by an envelope detector, 
the output of the detector is a Rician distribution rather 
than Gaussian. However, in Figure 2.1the carrier must be 
large relative to the noise thus the Rician distribution 
approaches a Gaussian distribution with positive mean.
After the d-c component is removed the remainder is essen
tially Gaussian..
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This is the variance which is a representation of the amount 
of power present in the output relative to the input (the 
input power is 1). The square root of this will be the 
standard deviation

This then has established a prediction of the-per
formance of the system without building a working model.
The rms output is less than 1 and an exact , value has been 
obtained as an improvement over the inequality (1). The 
result of course is not extremely significant considering . 
the amount of hardware involved compared to an ordinary en
velope detector.
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2.5 Standard Deviation of the Product 

It may be of interest to compute the standard devia
tion of the product only that is of the output of the multi- 
plier without taking the square root. Such a signal could 
be obtained by throwing a switch bypassing the square root 
and taking the output directly from the multiplier. Here it 
is not adequate to let 6 = 1 as the signal is also squared 
and the comparison will not be correct. Let the input sig
nal magnitude be represented by A. Then the initial SNR may

■ A ■be represented by — = SNR. If the signal is large comparedo
to noise, the magnitude of the output may be represented as
2 'A . Let z=xy, then the variance of the output is given by

(output) = E (Z^) =

2 , 2«> ' iO «> X +y
x2y2e 2cr2 dxdy -. d^ (input)

(2.5.1)

2or a (output) = a (input). The SNR at the output is then

2
^2 > |  (2.5.2)
d

this being true if A>d, where A>0,d>0.



Another way of representing the output would be

/a2+o2 x  / a 2+ o 2 =  A2+ cr2

where the effect of multiplying the noise in addition to the 
signal is taken into account. Then

A j r  = (I) 2 + 1 > | (2.5.3)

is always true.
Both of these formulae should be regarded as approx

imations since the true input is a mixture of signal and 
noise and the resulting process is not Gaussian. The sig
nificant point of this model is that taking the square root 
tends to smooth off peaks of high signal and to bring the 
signal closer to noise value (recall that the standard de
viation for the squre root case is / ^ c). In Chapter 3 
this result will be used to advantage in a discussion of 
transmitter modification.

2.6 Evaluation of Practicality
So far the systems have been presented as theoret

ical devices. The question now occurs are they to be con
sidered as practical devices; that is, would it be desirable 
to build such a device for its noise improvements. Obvi
ously more hardware is involved in any of these than the : 
conventional AM process. Apparently the receiving device
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must be very accurately tuned for it is necessary that the 
sidebands overlay exactly with their corresponding filters,
otherwise cross-modulation products would result. Still the■ ' ' • . ; ; • ' - '
synchronous detection requirement is no real problem, as it . 
is assumed a carrier is present. The filter could be in 
error by as much as the low frequency cutoff of the human 
ear or the low frequency cutoff of the audio system without 
loss of performance. .This could be as high as 100 cycles in 
some systems.

The present state of the art allows the construction 
of crystal filters of adequate sharpness to meet the band
width requirements. Also, it is now possible to obtain 
small integrated circuits serving the purpose of multipliers 
Material.on these is - given in Appendix B.

To take the square root one may feed back the square 
of a signal. A proof of this is given in Appendix A . A 
multiplier may be used in the feedback loop to develop the 
square of a signal.



CHAPTER 3

TRANSMITTER MODIFICATION

3.1 Square Root at the Transmitter

Instead of performing the operation of square root 
at the receiver, it may be performed at the transmitter 
The method is shown in block diagram form as Figure 3.1.

(same as Fig. 2.1 less square root)-x.
9 INPUT

OUTPUT
LSB

USB

SYNCH
CAR.: u t t e r

TRANSSQUARE
ROOT1

RCVR
FRONT
END

MULTI
PLIER

Figure 3.1 Square Root at the Transmitter

This method would have all the advantages of not 
taking the square root at the receiver and would result in a 
linear output if the signal largely overrides the noise.

1. See Appendix A for the correct method of taking 
the product and square root.

14
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Of course, the system is not compatible with ordinary AM 
broadcasting. Here formula (2.5.3) could be used with its 
improved signal to noise ratio.

3.2 Omission of Sideband Filters 
The method of Figure 3.1 raises the possibility of 

omitting the sideband filters altogether as considerable 
hardware is involved in their use. This method is shown 
in Figure 3.2.

IN P U T

O U TP U T

SQ UAR E

ROOT M IT T E R

T R A N S -

SQ U AR E

R C VR  
F R O N T  
END & 
P E T .

(same as Figure 3.1 less sideband filters)

Figure 3.2 Omission of Sideband Filters

It is easier to compare Figure 3.1 with Figure 3.2 
rather than Figure 2.1 as the signal at the receiver is now 
squared. To answer the question of improvement it is only 
necessary to consider the density of the square of a signal 
and see if there is any improvement in standard deviation.



Using the formula derived in Papoulis (1965, p.130)
16

- , * V 2
Let i(x) = -----  e (3.2.1)

o V M

2 4Let g(x) = y = x , then

P 2 1 li 00 4 - 4. a (output) = E(y ) - -T-—:—  | x e dx - 3a
0 o / T E — 00

or

:ao = / s a 2 (Figur® 3.2)

This is to be compared to a sideband solution (Fig-
2 4 gure 3.1 ) of a = a , equation (2.5.1), or a = a . Com-0 0

paring the two solutions we see they differ by a factor /3. 
Thus, eliminating the sideband filters has increased the 
noise rms value by /3, that is, Figure 3.2 has a factor of 
/3 more noise.than Figure 3.1.

The factor /3 arises from the fact that Figure 3.1 . 
multiplies two independent channels together while Figure
3.2 multiplies a signal by itself.

One disadvantage of taking the square root at the 
transmitter is that as the signal becomes very small com
pared to noise, the actual performance is worse than a



conventional am detector. This can be seen from equation
(2.5.2) when A is less than o .



CHAPTER 4

THE DENSITY FUNCTIONS

4,1 . Introduction 
As a signal proceeds through the system it undergoes 

the various nonlinear transformations of product and square 
root. Because of this, both the standard deviation and the 
density function at one point in the system may be different 
from that in another. The standard deviations of the prod- 
•uct and square root have already been found and shown to be 
different. In fact, one significant point of the thesis is 
that the output s.d. is reduced compared to the input.

The density functions should also be regarded as 
being different. It has been assumed the input density 
functions are Gaussian. There remains to find the density 
function of the product and the density function of the 
square root., Both problems should be regarded as separate 
and distinct from one another and neither the results nor 
the notation should be confused with a previous problem.

The s.d. may be regarded as a point where the entire 
signal is concentrated to produce the equivalent power. The 
manner in which the actual signal is distributed is the den
sity function. The density function therefore contains more 
information than the s.d. It is the purpose of this chapter
' -  >  . ..v ; ^



to develop expressions for the density functions. They are 
wanted to completely describe the.statistics of the system. 
As will be seen, an unusual result, is discovered in the re
gion near zero signal.

4.2 The Density of the Product 
Let us assume that both of the inputs to the multi

plier are Gaussian and uncorrelated with probability density 
functions

f(x) = ^  e-x2/ V  f(y) V _ l -  e-5'2/2"
' 0V2I • ■ O / M

We will let a = T for a standard reference. A more 
general formula could readily be developed once the result 
is obtained. We wish to find the density of z = xy the 
product at the output of the multiplier.

From Papoulis (1965, p. 205), the general form of 
the density f(z) of the product of two functions is given by

p

fz (z) =
1 , z
X

fxy ( X ,  | ) dx (4.2.1)

for uncorrelated functions this becomes (Papoulis, 1965, 
p. 206) . -
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and for Gaussian distributions this becomes

i f” r  -(l̂ +4j) ^ ■
f^ 2) = a  i „  r '  2X 52 : ■ <4'2:3)

4.3 The Density as a Hankel Function 
An investigation was conducted to determine whether 

the. integral (4.2.3) could be evaluated or expressed in terms 
of elementary functions. It was eventually discovered the 
integral was equivalent to the Hankel function. It is one of 
the major contributions of this thesis to develop an analyt
ical expression for the density function. The result of 
equating Gaussian products to Hankel functions did not appear 
to be published. Let us now develop this fact.

In the integral (4.2.3) z does not enter explicitly 
into the integration and may be regarded as a constant for 
purposes of evaluating the integral. Make the substitution

X - z2u, dx - z du 

then the expression in the exponent becomes

■a i;i * u"2



The expression in the exponent is very similar to a hyper
bolic function. Let u = e®, du = e® 46. For u = 0, 6 = -<»

f(z) = i | e ~ z e 2<3+ e ~ 2 e  ae = i J e-acosh26d6

since cosh26 is even, and by letting 2 0 -  v

1 I ■ e-zCOSh26 de = l | e-^coshv av (4 3 8)

this form has been found in a table of integrals and is 
equivalent to the Bankel function ('Watson, 1944).

1 " e Zcosh® 48 = i H 1 (i z). (4.3.3)2n lj ■ 2 “ o
o

This Hankel function has been evaluated in Jahnke 
and Emde (1945, p. 236). The integral (4.2.3) has also been 
evaluated by computer methods and is given in Appendix C 
along with values for;the Bankel function from Jahnke and 
Emde. The two values are found to match as far as the ac
curacy of the tables are given.

Also, this thesis gives values of the Hankel func
tion very hear zero which were not given by the table.



4.4 The Density of the Square Root
Up to now we have found only an exact solution for

the density of the product. There remains to find the 
density of the square root if the system of Figure 2.1 is to 
be used. The problem of the square root is not specifically 
worked in Papoulis. Instead it gives a general method for 
finding the density function of a function of a random vari
able (Papoulis, 1965, p. 126). The method will be briefly 
outlined here. Let y be the output .variable and z the in
put to be consistent with previous notation. Then we wish 
to find the density f^(y) of the output. To do this solve
the equation y = /£ for z in terms of y . (Here Vz plays

2the role of g(x) in Papoulis). This gives z^ = y . The
equation has only one root and hence equations 5-6 in
Papoulis reduces to
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fz (z) has already been determined to be the Hahkel function
(4.3.3) fz (z) = -g (iz). Therefore

ty (y) is fy (y) = yi (iy2).

When this is placed into the integral form (4.2.3) of the 
density function it becomes

. o

4.5 Graph of the Density Functions

The curves of the various density functions are . 
shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows a 
composite of all three density functions f(x) (normal), 
f(z) (product), and f(y) (square root). Notice that both 
f(y) and f(z) become infinite at zero. This arises out of 
the mathematical properties of the density functions. When 
two numbers less than unity are multiplied together the re
sult is smaller than either and the density of such products 
near zero becomes infinite. This means physically that the 
probability of obtaining a value near zero is larger than 
any other specific value. During this period of near zero 
value the device should have a better chance of selecting 
the correct .zero crossing. This argument is not emphasized 
in this thesis but rather the notion of standard deviation
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f (y) Square Root

.4

.3

Product

. 2

f(x) Gaussian.1

.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3 .5
Figure 4.1 The Density Functions
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Figure 4.2 The Density of the Square Root.
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being reduced is used. For one reason, after the square 
root is taken, the portion of the curve (Figure 4.2) going 
to infinity is very.small. Another,-reason is that standard 
deviation as rms value represents a well recognized concept 
and is readily related to the SMB.

; " y fNotice the rms value of the f (y) density y jfC is 
less than a, however, remember that the signal is also

p osquared. Let the signal be A, then the SNR is A /o >A/o if 
A>er.

Notice also that the f(y) density has a non zero 
maximum and minimum, a phenomenon which may not have been 
expected without the density function analyzed.



CHAPTER. 5

THE DIODE DEVICE

5.1 Introduction (Summation of Sidebands)
There is a further theoretical situation which 

raises question as to the practicality of the foregoing sys
tems. The reader will notice the performance of the systems 
was measured relative to a single channel of the system. 
Actually, when an envelope detector is used in a conven
tional AM detection process the output signal is equivalent 
to the sum of the two sidebands. The sideband voltage 
vectors sum in phase and therefore the output voltage is 
doubled compared to a single channel. The noise power is 
doubled also but since the noise is uncorrelated, its rms 
value is increased by /2. This gives an overall signal to 
noise voltage ratio improvement of 2//2 or /2. This advan
tage is lost in the foregoing systems since the sidebands 
are not summed.

. For the system of Figure 2.1 then, the rms SNR 
relative to that of an envelope detector is
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which really represents a slight loss in performance (the 
number is less than unity).

Figure 3.2 also contains a conventional envelope 
detector, that is, the sidebands of Figure 3.2 are summed 
making a relative'SNR improvement of V 2 . Figure 3.1 pos
sesses no summation as the sidebands are separated. There
fore , the relative SNR between them is

V 2 ~ ~ Vi.5 ■ ' — 1.225

That is, Figure 3.1 has a relative SNR improvement of 1.225 
over Figure 3.2.

The analysis of page 16 is for noise only and there
fore does not detect this difference. . It is easier to com- 
pare Figure 3.1 with Figure 3.2 than with other Figures.
This shows there is still improvement even after the correct - 
tion is made. The system of Figure 3.1. is sufficiently ade- ., 
quate to compete with summation o f 'sidebands.

The foregoing systems may not be considered to 
yield .suf f icient improvement to - warrant, the additional in- 
crease in hardware. As was mentioned earlier, however, 
the device ...of Figure 2.1 may be used as a. building block in . 
a larger system that will yield an improvement sufficient to 
be a considerable advantage over summation. . This system 
will be discussed in :the next'Section. :



5.2 Description of the System 
The results of Chapter 2 taken alone are not ex

tremely significant. There is a way of combining two multi
plier devices, though, to yield a significant improvement. 
This method is shown below in Figure 5.1.

PRODUCT
and

SQUARE
ROOT

ENV.
DET.USB

LA R G E

SYNCHRO NO US

C A R R IE R

O U T P U TA C ONLY

ENV.
DET. PRODUCT

andSQUARE
ROOT

LSB

Figure 5.1 The Diode Device

Assume that identical signals were placed on both 
sidebands as is the case when receiving a desired AM trans
mission. The positive excursions would go to the upper 
multiplier and the negative to the lower. The two would 
superimpose at the output and the system would behave essen
tially as a linear amplifier.
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An analysis will now be made for the case of noise 
only. Assume the polarity of one sideband is reversed as 
may be the situation in the case of noise only. A table of 
the multiplication possibilities is shown in Table 5.1. If 
a negative signal reaches the upper product block, it will 
be stopped by the diode. This will give zero as an input 
to the multiplier and therefore the output of the multiplier 
will be zero. The same situation is true for the lower 
product block in the case of positive signals.

Table 5.1 
. : USB .

Polarities and their 
LSB .: "

Probabilities 
PRODUCT PROBABILITY

+ + + ..." %
+ ■ N -  %

4- o %
— :. . + 6 h

The sign retention in the lower product block which 
has only negative inputs can be arranged by an inverter.
The detail is not shown in the block diagram. If there is 
no d.c., the overall positive and negative excursions should 
be equal. This gives an equal probability to all events and
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the events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Therefore,
the probability of each is 1/4. Adding the number of zero
contributions, it is found the total probability of the out
put being zero is 1/2. The same probability may be arrived 
at.by consideration of the distributions functions. First, 
consider the positive half channel (the upper product blocks

P(xy=0) - P(x<0) + P (y< 0)-P(x<0, y<0) = -| + ^ = -|.

Therefore, the channel is on (^0) 1/4 of the time. For the• 
negative 1/2 channel

P(xy-O) = P(x>0) + P(y>0)-P(x>0, y>0) = |  + | - | = |.

Therefore, the negative channel is on 1/4 of the time. The
two events are mutually exclusive and therefore the system
is on 1/2 the time. The system is also off 1/2 the time.
It should be kept in mind that whenever the input to one 
multiplier is zero the product is zero.

This means only 1/2 the noise appears in the output 
compared to that of a single channel. This is a significant 
result compared to previous methods. To be complete it 
should be remembered to multiply‘the results by the previ
ous conversion factor of changing from a single channel to 
a modulated envelope, namely /2.
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This gives an overall noise improvement compared to
V-; 2 ' ' V  1a conventional AM process of 1/2 (— ) = —  = .564.

VII / H  •

5.3 Proof That the System is Linear•
The device of Figure 6 has been designed such that 

it produces a linear output of am signals arriving at the 
input. To show that a system is linear, it is necessary to 
take two arbitrary sinusoidal signals and show there is no 
cross products between them. First, let the initial am 
signal be represented by

f = (1+m,eosw,t + mncosw0t)cosw t am 1 1 2  2 o

where w^ and w^ are two separate modulation frequencies, and 
w is the carrier frequency, and nu and mn their magnitudes. 
The upper sideband signal may be represented by /

tusb " ^cosCWp+w^t + mgOosCwj+Wglt
2 - 2 V

.A very large carrier is now reinserted for the purpose of 
using an envelope detector for demodulation. The carrier 
must be large to avoid phase distortion upon reinsertion. 
After detection the usb signal will be

Ac = m^cosw^t + m^cosWgt
2 2
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where A is the d.c. component arising from the. large car- c
rier after detection. The d.c. component must now be removed 
before multiplication otherwise the system would be meaning
less. This gives for a signal at the point x of Figure 6

x - m^cosw^t + HigCosWgt.

Similarly, for the Isb case, the signal at the output of the 
Isb filter may be represented

f -  m ^ o s i w Q - w p t  + m2cos(w0-w2 )t.
2 ; 2

After a large carrier is reinserted, the result is, after 
detection,

A + m^cosw^t + mgCOsWgt.
2 ' ■ ■ 2 .

Once again the d.c. component must be removed yielding

y - m^cosw-jh + mgCosWgt ;
' ~~2 2 •

that is, the results are the same, without noise, x equals 
y . After an inspection of the diagram it will be seen that 
once the signal passes through the diodes, the upper product 
and square root block will always have positive x and posi- 
tive y as an input, and the lower product and square root
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.block will always have negative x and negative y inputs. 
Since x and y are equal the effect of product and square 
root cancel each other out and produces a linear signal at 
the output. In the lower product block, the negative x 
times a negative y produces a positive output but the out
put is summed negative. This produces a complete super
position of the original signal.

. 5.4 The Effect of Signal Plus Noise 
When signal is added to both channels, the analysis 

of the process is in general a difficult one. One reason 
is the resultant process . is not Gaussian. Sometimes a 
Gaussian signal is used as a model for speech and other non- 
Gauss i an processes. When this is done, the resulting signal, 
plus noise, is also Gaussian and the process may be more 
readily analyzed. The overall effect is a shift in the 
correlation coefficient. In this case, the joint density 
function is

2rxy + y2 V
a l a 2 ; a 2 2 t

(PapoUlis, 1965, p. 477), where r is the correlation coeffi
cient as defined and a^ and are the rms values of signal 
plus noise at the points x and y of Figure 5.1..Table. 5.1

f(x,y) =
2l0l02/l-r2 '

e 2 ( 1 - 0
_x!
0^2
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may then be modified to show the effect of the correlation 
coefficient as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Modification due to Mon-Zero Correlation 
Coefficient. -

, • USB LSB PRODUCT ;; ( POLARITIES ) PROBABILITY
' . .. ... ; , . ... . , ' ...

+ Y : V - ■ + ■ hih +r-> = 7T- 3 ..... 2tt
- . - ■ v ; + hih =

7T- 3 . 
2TT

+ 0 ;: . hiH -ih = 3/217

- + o h (H 3/217

sina ' = r = cos3

This table was derived by application of the 
results obtained by Papoulis (1965, p. 477). They may 
be related to what Papoulis has by the following rela
tions :

P (x>0, y>0) + P (x<0 , y<0) = P (xy>0)
P(x<0, y>0) + P(x>0, y<0) .= P(xy<0)

Without really analyzing the mathematical meaning, several 
features should be noted about the process. The effect of 
adding signal is to dilute the effect of the diode device. 
When the correlation coefficient is zero, this corresponds 
to no signal being present. In this case, the table (5.2)
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then reduces to; that of Table 5.1. When the correlation 

coefficient is 1, that is, the case .when no noise is present, 
the system behaves as if no diodes were present and its per
formance beconies that of a conventional AM process. The 
actual performance of the system lies somewhere within these 
two values.

5.4 Relation Between Correlation.
Coefficient and Signal Power

Until now the signal power has been expressed simply 
as another variable, namely the correlation coefficient. 
Although this develops insight into the meaning of the cor
relation coefficient, this still leaves an unknown variable 
in the equations. It would be desirable to find another 
equation relating signal power to correlation coefficient. 
Such an analysis has been given by Papoulis (1965, p. 222) 
once the correct interpretation has been given to the for
mula. Let the system composed of the two sideband signals ,
X and Y be represented by the sum Z = X + Y.

Although the two signals are not actually added to
gether , the sum may be considered as representing a total • 
system for purposes of calculating power. Power may be 
added directly in any system.

Power (total) = Power (noise) + Power (signal).



Now consider the equation

x y

a 2 has the dimensions of power and therefore may be consid-
Z ' ■ 2 ered as representing the total power of the system. o and
' .2 ' '• ‘ ' c have the dimensions of power and therefore represent they ■ - " " ' '
power present as independent power in the separate sidebands. 
Therefore, the power remaining must be the power of the sig
nal in common with each channel, i.e., the wanted signal.
Each sideband will make a contribution. Therefore

but x and y contain both signal and noise. Let xn or yn 
represent noise, s represent~ signal, then

Power (signa 1.) 2 o’ 2s

or
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and

a
* 1

s2 + an2/ ^ s 2 + ' In /  as2 + fn 
if the noise in the.x and y channels are equal.

The SNR of a signal is 1.5. What is the 
relative amount of noise reduction by passing the signal 
through the diode device?

Solution: Let the signal be 1.5 and the noise be
1.0, then

r = 2 ' # # =  •6023(1.5) + (1.0) 3.^5

r = cos3 6 “ 46 deg. 11 min. = 46.18 deg.

The system will remain off for a total of 2(8/2v) =. 8/it 
fraction of the time

therefore the noise content of the signal has been reduced 
by 25.6%. True, the signal would remain off this time .also, 
but this should normally occur near the period of signal 
zero crossing.



Notice the solution satisfies the inequality 
0<.256<l/2 where the 1/2 value is for a g of 90 degrees.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

- . 6•1 Summary
The performance of the various systems has been ana- 

.lyzed in terms of signal, statistical noise, and, in some 
cases, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), using large signal and 
Gaussian distribution assumptions.

The device of Figure 2.1 (the product device) was 
found to have a reduced standard deviation (S .d .) at the 
output relative to the input at least in the case of noise 
only. If the initial s.d. is c for each channel then the 
s.d. at the output is (/2//rr)a. , It is hoped this value ob
tained for noise only also gives an indication of the per
formance when signal is present.

Although a reduced s.d. was obtained (Figure 2.1) 
apparently it is not as significant an effect as the advan
tage obtained from summation of sidebands (/2). Neverthe
less , this device should have an advantage at the zero 
crossings. The operation of product and square root had 
the effect that if either input were zero, the output would 
be driven to zero.

In Chapter 3 it was found that performing the opera
tion of square root at the transmitter produced a response
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at the output of the receiver equivalent to the square of 
the original SNR. The operation of separating the sidebands 
before multiplication was analyzed here also and found to 
produce a factor of /3 between the two methods. That is, 
Figure 3.2 has a factor o f  /3 more noise than Figure 3.1.

In Chapter 4 the density functions were derived. 
There were in general three different density functions for 
the various parts of the system. These were, the Gaussian 
at the input, the density function of the product at the 
output of the multiplier, and the density function of the 
square root after the square root was taken. All density 
functions were found to be different from each other and 
the product and square root functions became infinite at 
zero.

It was found the density of the product'of two 
Gaussian functions was equivalent to the Hankel function.
The result of equating Gaussian products to Hankel functions 
did not appear to be published. The density of the square 
root could also be expressed as a Hankel function.

In Chapter 5 it was found that summation of side
bands (conventional detection) produced a factor /2 in the 
relative rms SNR compared to systems without it. Therefore, 
the results of the various systems had to be multiplied by
this factor to get the relative change in SNR „
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A diode device was designed giving a reduction in 
50% of the noise at zero signal and ranging to no reduction 
in the case of signal only (no noise present). The actual 
performance of the system would lie somewhere within these 
two values.

■ • 6.2 ;Further Research
A working model is needed of the process. This 

could at first include only the product and square root cir
cuitry . Later the device could be modified to include the 
aspects of each individual project outlined in the thesis.
A working model has already been attempted by the author 
but not completed.. The results are inconclusive. An effort 
should be made to make the model represent state of the art 
technique. Experimental verification of all aspects of the 
theory is needed.

In the area of theoretical analysis, many of the 
results of this thesis worked for the case of noise only, 
need to be analyzed for the case of signal plus noise.

The methods in this thesis have dealt so far with 
only two channels (separation of sidebands) and a method of 
making them compatible with ordinary amplitude modulation.
It would also be possible to consider "N" channels by taking 
the product and square root of channels in pairs. The 
standard deviation is reduced in this case also but perhaps 
not sufficiently to compare with summation of channels. .
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There is one significant difference between signal 
only and noise only in "N" channels. That is, for the case 
of noise only, the density of zero crossings is increased 
as the number of channels is increased. The signal only 
case results in no increase in zeros. Unfortunately, the 
analysis in this thesis has not used this fact to any ad
vantage .



APPENDIX A

M U L T I P L I C A T I O N  AN D  SQ UAR E ROOT T H E O R Y

A . l  M u l t i p l i c a t i o n  

I f  o r d i n a r y  f o u r  q u a d r a n t  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  w e r e  

u s e d  t h e  r e s u l t  w o u l d  b e  a n  e l e v a t e d  s i g n a l , c o n t i n u o u s l y  

p o s i t i v e  o f  t w i c e  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f o r m u l a

2
s i n  cot =  ^  -  ^ c o s 2 u ) t  

T h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  t y p e  o f  p r o d u c t  i s  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  A . I .

F i g u r e  A . l  T h e  S q u a r e d  S i n e  W a v e .

44
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In actual practice it is desired to retain the 
sign and maintain the original frequency. Such could 
be obtained from taking the absolute value of one input, 
that is, perform the operation

!sinwtI sinwt

and the result would be that of Figure A.2 rather than 
Figure A.I.

sinwtIsinwt

i

Figure A.2 Sign Retained Squaring

Such an absolute value could be obtained from 
a full wave rectifier. It must be remembered that no 
direct current should enter the multiplier input. The 
passband at the output should be twice the frequency
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of interest. A block diagram of the method of multi
plication is shown below as Figure A.3.

0-----
FROM USB

0-----
LSB

Figure A.3 The Multiplier Circuit

An actual diagram of the multiplier as well as the 
method for connecting the device is given in Appendix B .

A.2 Square Root 
To take the square root the square of the signal 

is fed back. For sign retained square root the absolute 
value should be used here also. A block diagram is shown 
as Figure A.4.

f c

ABSOLUTE
VALUE

MULTIPLIER
X

2fc
TO SQUARE ROOT
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MULTI
PLIERX ABSOLUTE

VALUE

INPUT

Figure A,4 The Square Root Circuit

To a first degree of approximation it may be said the 
inputs to the summer are equal if there is sufficient gain 
in the op amp. This gives

y2 = x or y = /x

y being the output. An actual block diagram of a square root 
circuit is given in Appendix B.



APPENDIX B

EXCERPTS FROM SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
INFORMATION OF MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, INC.

This Appendix contains the actual circuit of a 
typical four quadrant multiplier. It also gives an 
application of the device as a multiplier and as a 
square root circuit. Additional circuit characteristics 
are also indicated.

Material in this Appendix was reproduced from 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Specifications and 
Applications Information for MC1495L and MC1595L, June 
1972, Figures 3,20,21,26,27.

F I G U R E  3 -  C I R C U I T  S C H E M A T I C
o2 Output 
-0 14 IKXY)

OS 06

8 o-
X Input

4 o

4.0 kS o-
-o to 
-o 133 o-

S00500 500500

48
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F I G U R E  2 0  -  B A S I C  M U L T I P L I E R

V*

vx

VY
RX Ry 13

6 1 3 6 7

V -

F I G U R E  21 -  M U L T I P L I E R  W I T H  O P - A M P L .  L E V E L  S H I F T

+15 V
0.1 tiF

6 7
10 k 

V Y  • — W V

10 k
MC1595L

(M C1495L)
Vx VyMC1741G

(MC1741CG)

10 k 136 08

OUTPUTOFFSETADJUSTSCALEFACTOR J_ ADJUST ■=■ V< Vx <+10 V V<Vv<+10V Y OFFSET ADJUST X OFFSET ADJUST<vv 
10 k

♦15 ve—v w - Vw
10 k

■ W V — •  -15  V
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F I G U R E  2 6  -  B A S I C  S Q U A R E  R O O T  C I R C U I T

MC1S951(MC1495LI

F I G U R E  27 -  S Q U A R E  R O O T  C I R C U I T  
-15 V -15 V

10 k

TrZ 0.1 wf0707
64

MC1S95L(MCI495L) MCI741GI.MC174ICG)

10 k 136
-•vz

TO OFFSET-AOJ-JST (SEE FIGURE 131 OUTPUT -10 V-t Vz C VADJUST



APPENDIX.C

TABULATION OF RESULTS

The following Appendix contains computer print
outs on Hankel Functions, and associated comments and 
calculations.

The, figures tor the density ■functions in the 
region near zero should not be regarded as accurate as 
values obtained elsewhere.

CU1 Evaluation of Hankel Function
The density function

o

together with the Hankel Function of zero order has been 
tabulated for various values of z. The density function 
was evaluated by computer methods and the Hankel Function 
was found in a table (Jahnke and Emde,1945 , p. 236).

51
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were fovmd to agree to as far as the accuracy, of the 

table was given according to the formula

, ,  i f
The tabulation follows.



Table C .1 Various Density Function Values Com
pared to the Hankel Function.

Z f ( Z )  ( c o m p u t e r )  . ^  H i ( i Z ) ( T a b l e )

.1 .77255957 . .7725

.2 .55790292 .5580

.3 .43686756 ,43685

.4 .35476560 .35475

.5 ,29425169 V. 29425

.6 .24749293 .2475

. 7. . .21024997 .21025
..8 .17995554 .17995
.9 .15493104 .15495

1.0 ,13401621 .1340
1.1 . ,11637483 .11635
1.2 , .10138429 .1014
1.3 . .88568957E-1 .08855
1.4 ■■ ,77557796E-1 .07756
1.5 .68056407E-1 .068055
e e e > e e 9 e e » e e e e e e e e

2.0 .36253534E— 1 .036255
2.1 .. . 32080450E-1 . .03208
2.2 .28415197E-1 .028415
2.3 .25191013E-1 | .02519
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: PROGRAM DENSE (OUTPUT)
EVALUATES THE DENSITY OF A PRODUCT ■'

. OF TWO GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS BY SIMPSONS RULE 
W(X) = EXP(-o5*(Z**2./X**2„+X**2.))/X
F(Z) = (BY + OD) *.005/(3. 141592654*3..)
Z - . 1

2 EV = W (Z/8.) + W (2/8.+5.)
X = Z/8.
DO 3 1=2,499 
X = X + . 01

3 EV = EV + 2.*W (X) - 
. CONTINUE
OD >  4.*W (Z/8.-. 005)
X = Z/8.-.005 
DO 4 J =2,499 
X..= X 4- .01

4 OD = OD + 4. * W (X)
. CONTINUE

FZ = F (Z)
PRINT 5,Z ,FZ 

■5 • FORMAT (6X,F13.7,2X,E13.7)
Z = Z 4- . 1 
IF (Z-4) 2,2,6

6 STOP ' •
END
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C: THIS IS THE SOLUTION FOR DENSE.FOE
C: EXECUTE DENSE.FOB

1.
1, 
1, 
1, 
1. 
1, 
1, 
1, 
1 ,

0 . 1000000  
0.2000000 
0.3000000 
0.4000000 
0.5000000 
0.6000000 
0.7000000 
0.8000000 
0.9000000 
,0000000 
,1000000 
2000000 
3000000 
,40000 00 
,5000000 
60000 00 
,7000000 
, 8000000 

1= 89999 99 
1.99999 99 
2.0999999 
2.19999 9 9 
2. 2999999
2.3999999 
, 4999999
5999999 
, 6999999 
7999999 
8999999 
9999999 
0999999 
1999999 
,2999999

3.3999999 
3.4999999

5999998 
, 6999998 
7999998 
,8999998

2.
2 .
2.
2 .
2.
2.
3.
3.
3,

3 < 
3, 
3 < 
3,
3.9999998

F (Z)
.7725596E+00 
. 5579029.E+00 
.43686761+00 
,35476561+00 
.29425171+00 
.24 749 2 91+00 
.2102499E+00 
. 1799555E+00 
.154931OE+OO 
.13 401621+00 
. 1163 74 8E+ 00 
.10 138431+00 
.88568951-01 
.77557791-01 
.680563 9E-C1 
.59827831-01 
.52679091-01 
.46451391-01 
.41012931-01 
.36253531-01 
.32080451^01 
.28415201-01 
.25191011-01 
.22350861-01 
.19845831-01 
.1763 3821-01 
.15678471-01 
.139483 31-01 
.12416061-01 
. 11057921-01 
.98531851-02 
.87837571-02 
.78338051-02 
.69894521-02 
.62385211-02 
.55703071-02 
.49753921-02 
»44454781-02 
.39732461-02 
.35522351-02
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C EROGBAM SNOW(OUTPUT)
C EVALUATES THE DENSITY OB THE SQUARE ROOT OF A PRODUCT
C OF TWO GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS BY SIMPSONS RULE

W (X) = EXP (-„ 5*(Z**2./X**2.+X**2. ) )/X
F(Z) = (EV + OD)*,005/(3.141592654*3.)
H (Y) = 2. *y *F (Y**2.)
Y= • 3
Z = o 09 - ■

2 EV = W(Z/8.) + W(Z/8'.+5.),
X = Z/8, . ■ •
DO 3 1=2,499 
X = X + .01

3 EV = EV + 2. * W (X)
CONTINUE
OD = 4 . * W ( Z / 8 005)
X = Z/8.-.005 
DO 4 J =2,499 
X = X + .01

4 OD = OD + 4.*W (X)
- CONTINUE
FZ = F(Z)

. HY = H (Y)
TYPE 5,Z,FZ,Y ,HY

5 FORMAT (4X,F13.7,2X,E13 .7,2X,F13.7,2X ,El 3.7)
Y = Y + .1
Z = Y**2
IF. (Y-6) 2,2, 6

6 STOP 
END



EXECUTE SNOW.FOR
Z F(Z)

0.0900000 .8056464E4-00
0 *.1600000 . 6262488E+00
0.2500000 .4906768E+00
0.36 00000 .3843704E+00
0.4900000 .2995926B+00
0.6400000 .2316238E+00
0.8100000 .1772383E+C0
1.000000 0 . .1340162E+00
1.2100000 .1000117E+00
1.4400000 .735 9045E-01
1.6900000 ,533 5013E-01
1.9599999 .3808209E-C1
2.2499999 .2675174E-01
2. 559999 9 .184859IE*1-01
2.8899999 .12561091-01
3.23 99998 .83902581^02
'3.609999 8 .55076631-02
3.9999998 .3552235E-02
4.4099997 .22505541-02
4.8399997 .14004021-02
5.2899997 .85570191-03
5.7599996 .5133789E-03
6.24 9999 6 .30237 42E-03
6.7599995 .17482131-03
7.28 99994 ■ .99207151-04
7.83 99994 .55252421-04
8.4099994 .30198401-^04
8=9999993 .16196031-04
9.60 99992 .85230671-05

10.2399992 .44006741-05
10.8899992 .22292251-05
11.55 99990 .1107842E-05
12.2499989 .54009541-06
12.9599989 .25829301-06
13.6899989 .1211676E-06
14.4399987 .55754091-07
15.209998 6 .25163311-07
15. 9999886 .'111 38991-07
16.8099988 .48361261-08

Y H (Y)
0.3000000 .48338781+00
0.4000000 .50099901+00
0.5000000 .49C6768E+00
0.6000000 .46124451+00 .
0.7000000 . .41942971+00 
0.8000000. .37059811+00
0.9000000 .31902901+00
1 .0000000 .26803241+00
1.1000000 .22002571+00
1.2000000 -* 17661711+00.
1. 3000000: . 13871031+00-
1.4000 000 .10662991+00
1. 5000000 .80 25523E-01
1.6000000 .5 9154901-01
1.7000000 .42707701-01
1.8000000 .30204931-01
.1.8999999 .20929121-01
1.9999999 : .14208941-01
2.099999 9 .94 523251-02
2.1999999 .6161767E-C2
2.2999999 .3936228E-02
2.3999999 .24 642191-02
2.4999999 .15118711-02
2. 5999999 , .9090708E-0 3
2.6999 999 ..53571861-03
2.7999999 .3094136E-03
2.8999999 .17515071-03
2.9999999 .97176171-04
3. 0999999 . : .52843011-04
3.1999999 .28164311-04
3.2999999 .14712891-04
3.3999999 . .75333281-05
3.4999999 .37806671-05
3.5999998 .18597091-05
3.6999998 .89664051-06
3.7999998 .42 373111-0 6
3.8999998 .19627381-06
3.9999 998 .89111891-07
4. 0999 998 .39656231-07
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 ̂EVALUATES THE DENSITY OF A PRODUCT OF TWO GAUSSIAN 
DISTRIBUTIONS BY SIMPSONS RULE NEAR ZERO. IT ALSO 
EVALUATES THE SQUARE ROOT.
W (X) = EXP (-.5* (Z**2./x**24-x**2) ) /x 
E (Z) = (E-i-O) *Z/ (24*3. 14159263)

U + (EV-e-OD) * (1-2*Z) /<8*3. 14159263*3)
H (Y) = 2. *Y*F (Y**2)
Z—. 1

2 E=W (Z/8) -i-W (16*Z)
■ x=Z/8

DO 3 1 = 2 ? 63 
x=x+Z/4

3 . E=E+2*W (X)
CONTINUE 
0=4*W (Z/4) 
x=Z/4 .
DO 4 J= 2 j, 63 
x=x+Z/4

4 o=0+4*W<x)
CONTINUE
EV = W{16*2) 4-W <8)
X=16*Z 
DO 7 K=2,31 
. x=x+ (1-2*2) /4 

■ 7 ■ . EV = EV+2*W (X)
CONTINUE.
pD=4*W(16*Z+ (1-2*Z)/8) 
x=16*Z+(1-2*Z)/8 

. DO 8 L= 2„31 
x=x+( 1- 2*2)/4

8 OD -0D>4*W(x)
• CONTINUE .
y = +2**.5 

- HI = H(Y)
FZ = F (Z)
PRINT 5 ry,Z»FZ,HY 

. 5 FORMAT (6X„4G13.7)
Z=.64*Z
IF (Z-10.** (-12) ) 9,9, 2

9 STOP
END



EXECUTE ZERO,FOB
Y

3162278 .
2529822 
20238 58 
16190 86 
12952 69 ..
1036215 
82 897 20E-01 
6631776E-0 1 
5305421E-01 .2814750E-02 
42443 37E-01 „ 1801 440E-02 
3395469E-01 »1152921E-02 
2716376E- 01 = 7378697E-03 
21731008-01 .47223668-03 
17384 80E-01 .3022314E-63 
1 3907 84E-01 . 19 342818-03 
1112627E-01 .12379408-03 
89010198-02 .7922815E-04 
71208158-02 .50706028-04 
56966528-02 .32451858-04 
45573228-02 .2076 9188-04 
36458578-02 . 1329228E-04 
29166868-02 .85070578-05 
23333498-02 .54445178-05 
18666798-02 d 34844918-05 
14933438-02 .22300748-05 
11946758-02 .14272478-05 
95573968-03 .91343838-06 
76459178-03 . 58460058-06 
61167 338-0 3 . 37 414438-06 
48933878-03 . 23945248-06 
39147098-03 .15324958-06 
31317 678- 03 . 9 807 96 98-07 
25054148-03 .62771008-07 
200433IE-03 .40173448-07 
16034658-03 ,25711008-07 
12827728-03 .16455048-07 
102 6 2 188 -0 3 . 105312 3E-07 
82097408-04 .67399848-08 
65677928-04 .43135908-08 
52542338-04 .27606978-08 
42033878-04 .17668468-08 
33627098-04 .11307828-08 
26901688-04 ,7237 0038-09 
21521348-04 .46316828-09 
17217 078-04 . 29642768-09 
13773 668-04 ,18971378-09

Z
.10000008+00

F (Z) 
7719652

H(Y)
.4882337 
.4613277 
.4 260737 
.3866857 
.3461456 
.3065657 
.2694910 
.2361517 
.2075863 
.1846303 
.1678755 
.1576985 
.1543685 
.1581840 
.1696004 
.1893338 
,.218448 5 
.2584413 
.3113333 
.3797803 
.4672101 
.5779974 
.7176830 
.8932518 
1-. 113483 
1.389388 
1.73 4762 
2.166875 
2.707331 
3.383153 
4.228133 
5.284520 
6.605133 
8.256C02 
10.31967 

89932 
12395 
15476 
19332 
49154 
36433 

49.20535 
61.50 664 
76.88325 
96.10402 
120.1300

731632.5 
1143175. 
1786210. 
2790952. 
4360861.

.64000008-01 .9117790 

.40960008-01 1.052628 

. 26214408-01 1 .194148 

. 16777228-01 1.336192 

.10737428-01 1.479257 

.68719478-02 1.625453 

. 43980468-02 1 .780456 
1.956360 
2.175020 
2.472051 
2.902738 
3.551802 
4.549491 
6.097295 : 
8.508409 
12.27098 .
18.146 89 
27.32599 
41.66705 
64,07411 
99.08462 
153.7882 
239.2623 
372.8155 
581.4922 
907.5496 
1417.014 
2213.053 
3456.863 
5400.316 
8436.961 
13181.72 
20595.41 
32179.29
50279.11 . 12.
78560.08 16.
122749.1 20.
191794.4 25.
299677.8 31.
468245.5 39.
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